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Abstract In this work, a novel airframe/propulsion integration design method of the wing-body

configuration for hypersonic cruise aircraft is proposed, where the configuration is integrated with

inward-turning inlets. With the help of this method, the major design concern of balancing the aero-

dynamic performance against the requirements for efficient propulsion can be well addressed. A

novel geometric parametrically modelling method based on a combination of patched class and

shape transition (CST) and COONs surface is proposed to represent the configuration, especially

a complex configuration with an irregular inlet lip shape. The modelling method enlarges the design

space of components on the premise of guaranteeing the configuration integrity via special con-

straints imposed on the interface across adjacent surfaces. A basic flow inside a cone shaped by

a dual-inflection-point generatrix is optimized to generate the inward-turning inlet with improve-

ments of both compression efficiency and flow uniformity. The performance improvement mecha-

nism of this basic flow is the compression velocity variation induced by the variation of the

generatrix slope along the flow path. At the design point, numerical simulation results show that

the lift-to-drag ratio of the configuration is as high as 5.2 and the inlet works well with a high level

of compression efficiency and flow uniformity. The design result also has a good performance on

off-design conditions. The achievement of all the design targets turns out that the integration design

method proposed in this paper is efficient and practical.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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201. Introduction

21Hypersonic aircraft technology is a research hotspot in the
22fields of both aeronautics and astronautics due to its brilliant
23characteristics of high speed, high survivability, and extensive
24application prospects. Definitely, it has a promising future.
25However, the design and assembly of a hypersonic aircraft
26are difficult for the reason that it is a complex system coupled
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27 with aerodynamics, thermodynamics, structure, materials,
28 etc.1,2 Among all the research focuses, hypersonic aircraft
29 aerodynamic configuration design is the top priority, which
30 mainly aims at balancing the integrated requirements for effi-
31 cient propulsion with highly efficient aerodynamics.3

32 Ref. 4 divided hypersonic aircraft into three types of system
33 according to their flight missions, namely the entry system, the
34 ascent system, and the cruise system, and each type of system
35 must apply a suitable configuration to meet the requirements
36 of its own flight mission. For a hypersonic cruise vehicle
37 (HCV) which needs a high level of cruise efficiency, the lift-
38 to-drag ratio becomes the essential target in the configuration
39 design; hence the waverider and wing-body configurations are
40 frequently used. In the past several decades, researchers have
41 extended the design approach of waverider and proposed
42 many airframe/propulsion integration methods.5–8 A pure
43 waverider does have perfect high-altitude and high-speed per-
44 formances, but it has a relatively high release velocity and can-
45 not take off from the ground to realize an all-speed
46 autonomous flight. Fortunately, the hypersonic wing-body
47 configuration9,10 can overcome these problems in some
48 degrees. The success of X-43 low-speed flight test11 turns out
49 that the wing-body configuration is more likely to achieve an
50 all-speed autonomous flight if it can be powered by a com-
51 bined cycle engine. Therefore, the hypersonic wing-body con-
52 figuration design, especially its integration with the
53 propulsion system, deserves a further investigation.
54 For the aerodynamic configuration design of hypersonic
55 aircraft, a convenient geometric modelling method must be
56 an essential tool. Li12 and Che et al.13 have proposed paramet-
57 ric approaches to model the aerodynamic configurations of
58 hypersonic vehicles. These configurations along with X-43,
59 X-51, and LAPCAT-II14 use 2D external compression inlets
60 that are easy to be integrated with the hypersonic airframe.
61 The 2D external inlet compresses the air by a well-designed
62 system of oblique shock waves with a relatively long flow path,
63 and thus its viscous negative effect as well as total pressure loss
64 are huge and innegligible.15 Recently, inward-turning inlets,
65 represented by the Busemann inlet,16 have attracted research-
66 ers’ interests.17–19 Inward-turning inlets use a highly efficient
67 isentropic compression that results in a high total pressure
68 recovery, a relatively shorter flow path, and a smaller wet area.
69 Despite of these advantages, the flow uniformity is another
70 aspect that should be carefully manipulated to provide a stable
71 environment for the engine, whereas the current design meth-
72 ods of inward-turning inlet lack considerations on this issue.
73 Moreover, the inward-turning inlet is hard to be integrated
74 with a hypersonic airframe let alone to achieve an integrated
75 design with parametric modelling methods. So far, Falcon
76 hypersonic technology vehicle20 and HEXAFLY21 apply the
77 wing-body configuration integrated with inward-turning inlets,
78 but the Falcon project has been ceased. Thus the integration
79 design of hypersonic wing-body aircraft with inward-turning
80 inlets is an urgent problem to be solved.
81 This paper comes up with a tri-partition design method of a
82 hypersonic wing-body aircraft integrated with inward-turning
83 inlets. In Section 2, the design optimization process of a clean
84 configuration without inlets is discussed in detail. Section 3
85 shows the creation of a performance-improved basic flow of
86 the inward-turning inlets and related verification. The genera-
87 tion of a complete configuration with inlets and related aero-
88 dynamic performance assessments are processed in Sections 4

89and 5, respectively. Section 6 comes to the conclusions of the
90present study.

912. Clean configuration design optimization

922.1. Patched CST parameterization

93Kulfan22 proposed a class and shape transformation (CST)
94parameterization method which is characterized by high fide-
95lity and fewer parameters. The unified CST method can model
96simple geometric shapes well, such as airfoils, but it is not suit-
97able for the complex configuration. For the sake of parametri-
98cally modelling the HCV configuration and further
99aerodynamic shape optimization, the paper proposes a
100patched CST method to parametrically model the clean config-
101uration without inlets.
102A 2D curve such as an airfoil can be represented by the
103CST method mathematically as follows:
104

fðwÞ ¼ CN1
N2
ðwÞSðwÞ þ wfR ð1Þ

106106

107where f = z/c is the non-dimensional z coordinate and c is the
108chord length. Respectively, w = x/c is the non-dimensional x
109coordinate and fR is the non-dimensional trailing edge thick-

110ness. The class function CN1
N2
ðwÞ is defined as follows:

111

CN1
N2
ðwÞ ¼ wN1ð1� wÞN2 ð2Þ 113113

114Exponents N1 and N2 dominate the type of geometry. The
115shape function SðwÞ defines the specific style of curve, and
116Bernstein polynomials (BPs) are often used to interpret the
117shape function as shown below:
118

SðwÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0

biB
i
nðwÞ

Bi
nðwÞ ¼ n!

i!ðn�iÞ!w
ið1� wÞn�i

8><
>: ð3Þ
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121where n is the order of BPs, and bi (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) are weight-
122ing coefficients which are also the core control parameters of a
123CST representation. In this paper, the 2D CST method is
124mainly used to represent the projection components of the out-
125lines of vehicle surfaces.
126In a Cartesian coordinate system, if a 3D surface with speci-
127fic boundaries can be normalized on the x-y plane by Eq. (4),
128and then the surface can be parametrically represented by the
129CST method via Eq. (5):
130

w ¼ x� xbound1

xbound2 � xbound1

; g ¼ y� ybound1
ybound2 � ybound1

ð4Þ
132132

133

fðw; gÞ ¼ CN1
N2

Xn
i¼0

Xm
j¼0

bi;jB
j
mðgÞBi

nðwÞ ð5Þ
135135

136The definite style of class function depends on the charac-
137teristic direction and geometric category. The paper defines y
138direction as the characteristic direction and chooses
139N1 = N2 = 1.0 for a wide geometric adaptation. The values
140of bi,j are the surface control parameters which are often writ-
141ten in a matrix style. The transformation between z direction
142and its non-dimensional value f is shown as
143

f ¼ z� gzbound2 � ð1� gÞzbound1
ybound2 � ybound1

ð6Þ
145145
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